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Mock exam 1 I)Reading(20 marks)

A) Vocabulary (8 Marks)

2- I go shopping when I feel —————.        

a)quick                    b)bored                 c)sharp                d)close

Choose the correct answer from a,b,c and d: (4X2=8)

Assessment (1- 

4-We learn about ———————— at the planetarium . 

a)leaf                       b)space                c)coast                d)shade
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3- We eat the stem of the ———————- plant.  

a)spinach                   b)peas                  c)broccoli             d)celery 

1- We shouldn’t …………………… children in dark places. 

a)frighten                b)reuse                 c)land                d)plant
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B)Reading Comprehension(12Marks)

 A) Read and answer the questions below: 

      I like reading. I always read books about different countries. Last week , I read a 
book about Italy. It is located in Europe . The Italian flag has got green , white and red 
stripes. The capital of Italy is Rome. It is  the biggest city .They speak Italian language. 
Italy has got many beautiful old buildings.  The Tower of Pisa is one of them .The weather 
in Italy is hot in summer and cold in winter. Italians favorite food is pizza. Their favorite 
game is football. I wish I can visit Italy soon to enjoy my time in that beautiful country. 
  
a)Choose the correct answer from a,b,c and d [4x2=8] 

1-The best title for this paragraph is: 
a)Italy                   b)Pizza             c)Football              d)Tower 

2- The opposite of the word (hot) in line 5 is: 
a)beautiful               b)cold              c)different            d)big  

3- The underlined word ( it ) in line 3 refers to: 
a)weather                b)stripes            c)Rome               d)book  

4-Italians favorite game is…………….. 
a)weather                b)city               c)book               d)football  

b)Answer the following questions [2x2=4] 

1- What is Italians favorite food? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- How many colors has  the Italian flag got ? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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